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Familiar. 
Versatile.
Timeless.

burgbad

We work in the same place we sleep. We relax in 
the same place we cook. Depending on our  
stage of life and living situation, our individual 
needs change – and the requirements we ask 
of our furnishings change with them. With MYA, 
design studio Altherr Désile Park has created
a collection that accompanies these changes. MYA 
is a sensuous experience. The surfaces alternate  
between cold and warm, soft and hard, smooth 
and textured, rounded and angular. MYA exudes 
warmth: the materials – wood, leather and metal 
in subtly matched colours – have been selected to 
fit in confidently with their surroundings without 
stealing the show. The purist design and well  
thought-through elements make for a versatile and 
adaptable collection that’s suitable for a wide  
range of uses.



4MYA AND VIV



Purist design  
that combines 
permanence with
contemporary living.

Altherr
Désile

Park

Barcelona-based design studio Altherr 
Désile Park doesn’t go in for grand gestures. 
“What interests us is how a product works
in combination with others and what it 
contributes to the atmosphere,” explains 
Jeannette Altherr. The designers took their 
inspiration for MYA from Shaker furniture. 
The result is a purist collection that exudes 
openness and warmth.

“MYA is down to earth and extremely
versatile. As a result, the collection can react
to changing needs in the home and
becomes a constant companion.” Altherr 
Désile Park rounds out the capsule collection
with versatile standalones for every
room in the house. The designers combine 
warm oak, smooth metal and soft leather
to create furniture with a harmoniously in- 
dividual character.

Consisting of rounded wooden rods, the 
minimalist structure of the frames gives 
MYA a sense of openness and lightness, 
elegance and clarity. The shelves are made 

of wood or metal. Whereas the wooden
shelves and frame merge into an 
almost seamless whole, the metal shelves 
wrap themselves around the wooden
rods.

The surfaces in light-coloured leather have
a captivating quality thanks to the sen- 
suous texture of the natural material. The 
collection’s elegant, down-to-earth 
character is underscored by the choice of 
nuanced shades – natural and black oak, 
honey-coloured metal and the light beige 
of the leather.

MYA is an adaptive series: the drawers, 
metal boxes and wooden trays mean
the individual items are suitable for a wide 
variety of uses. And MYA is mobile too: 
it’s designed for simple disassembly – and 
optimised for e-commerce. But perhaps 
the greatest strength of this timeless collec-
tion are MYA’s unobtrusive standalone
pieces that enter into a self-confident dia- 
logue with their surroundings.



Materials that
effortlessly create
a familiar atmosphere.

MYA AND VIV
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The top-quality MYA capsule collection is made of 
solid oak. MYA comes in two colours: matt black
or natural wood. Both finishes preserve the natural
texture of the oak. The natural-coloured rhubarb 
leather is soft, long-lasting and robust. And the
metal and leather boxes and wooden trays don’t 
just add the finishing touches to the standalone
furniture in the collection, they’re elements that
can be put to practical use anywhere in the home
as well. The sideboards, highboards, lowboards 
and vanity unit are equipped with wooden drawers. 
The VIV stool augments the MYA collection with
a mobile and versatile plastic element that serves 
as both a seat and storage container. The connec-
ting link between all the products in the series is 
their high degree of versatility.
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MYA #23 #08 8

Freestanding shelving unit with 
metal box, wooden tray and hooks.



MYA #23 #08 #09 #10 9



MYA #23 #10 10

Shelving unit with wooden tray.



MYA #10 11

Wooden tray.



MYA #03 #04 12



burgbad 13

Metal wall shelves with 
and without pegs.



MYA #04 14

With pegs.



MYA #03 15

Without pegs.



MYA #04 16

With pegs.



MYA #03 #06 17

With wooden pole and hooks.



VIV #02 18



VIV #01 19

Can be used as a stool or for storage,
with optional wooden lid.



MYA #17 20

Lowboard.



MYA #17 21



MYA #23 22



MYA #11 #09 23

Freestanding shelving unit. 
Bench with metal box.



burgbad 24

Freestanding 
sideboard 
with metal 
boxes.



MYA #25 #09 #10 25



MYA #18 26



MYA #26 27

Lowboard with drawer.
Wall mirror with leather pouch.



MYA #13 28

Freestanding bench with
leather cover.

Metal wall shelf  with pegs.



MYA #13 #04 29



30MYA #26 #10

Sideboard with
drawers and 
wooden tray.
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MYA #21 #06 32



MYA #10 33

Freestanding 
bench with

 wooden tray.
Wooden towel rail.



MYA #22 34

Lowboard with drawers.



MYA #22 35



MYA #03 #04 #07 #22 36



MYA #04 #07 37

Wall shelves with leather
organiser pouch and

lowboard with drawers.



MYA #03 #05 38

Metal wall shelves with infill panel.



MYA #03 #05 + VIV #01 39



MYA #30 #35 #36 40



MYA #30 #35 41

Vanity unit with mirror
and pendant lamps.



MYA #23 42

Freestanding shelving
unit with drawers.



MYA #23 43



VIV #01 44



VIV #02 45

Stool or storage box,
with optional wooden lid.



MYA #30 #35 46



MYA #06 #07 #17 47

Vanity unit with
mirror. Towel rail

with leather organiser
pouch and lowboard.



VIV #02 48



VIV #02 49

Plastic stool, also suitable
for use in the shower.



MYA #31 50

Double vanity option
with backlit mirror.



MYA #31 #35 51



MYA #28 #11 52



MYA #28 53

Freestanding towel rack
with leather shelf.



MYA #21 #09 54

Lowboard with metal boxes.



MYA #03 #04 #06 #21 #09 55
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MYA #03
Metal wall shelf

MYA #04
Metal wall shelf
with pegs

MYA #06
Towel rail with hooks

MYA #05
Infill panel for 
wall shelves

MYA #07
Leather organiser pouch

MYA #08
Hook set

MYA #11
Bench
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Bench with drawer
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MYA #17
Lowboard

MYA #18
Lowboard with drawer

MYA #20
Lowboard with drawers

MYA #19
Lowboard

MYA #21
Lowboard

MYA #22
Lowboard with drawers

VIV plastic colour
Oyster white

VIV plastic colour 
Beige

VIV plastic colour
Red

MYA wood
Natural oak

MYA wood
Black oak
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MYA #23
Shelving unit with 
drawers
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Towel rack
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Wall mirror
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Metal box
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Pendant lamp set
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MYA #32
Mirror with perimeter 
frame
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Mirror with perimeter 
lighting
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Mirror with perimeter 
lighting
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MYA #29
Ceramic washbasin with 
vanity unit

MYA #30
Ceramic washbasin with 
vanity unit

MYA #31
Ceramic washbasin with 
vanity unit



burgbad stands for individuality and versatility. We’re interested in the constant changes 
and changing requirements that shape our homes and lives. That’s why, as a boutique 
manufacturer on an industrial scale, we develop furniture that permits individuality and 
accompanies change: products that are just as much at home in the bathroom as they are 
in the kitchen and fit in just as well with a living room setting as they do with an office 
environment.
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